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Researchers have offered numerous theoretical models to describe the process of divorce
recovery.  Herrman applied Kubler-Ross’ five stages of grief to the divorce recovery process.
Wiseman and Krauss put forth similar descriptions with slight variations. These five steps may
be described as, first, shock and denial; second, anger or guilt, a time of fixing blame; third,
anxious bargaining to salvage some of what is being lost; fourth, depression and resignation; and
finally, acceptance and renewal. 

Salts divided several proposed systems into two basic kinds, that of emotional/affective
dimensions, as described above, and those focusing more on behavior/event dimensions. 
Bohannan's is perhaps best known.  His six stations of divorce, namely, the emotional, legal,
economic, coparental, community, and psychic "divorces" describe a series of losses analyzed
from an event/behavior perspective. Another in this category is Kessler's' seven stages of divorce
which approaches the process more as a series of tasks to perform.  

Serious problems with each of these models become apparent. People frequently
experience the stages or events in different orders and they often repeat in various combinations.
Patterns appear and recur in a wide array of varieties. Some refer to them as cyclical, although
the stages do not repeat neatly. The experience of seeming to be "going around in circles" adds
an extra dimension of frustration and pain. I propose these familiar emotional stages appear
repeatedly because they are in response to a predictable series of identifiable losses.

It seems to me that there is an interlocking dynamic between the two basic types of
models which can help us understand the cyclical nature of these experiences. The emotional
stages have often confused observers  because we are observing at the same time a series of
specific losses identifiable on quite a different plane. These losses represent the important
psycho/social components of a marriage. They may occur one or more at a time, and they may
occur either prior to the separation, during separation, or after the actual divorce decree. The
emotional stages recur in response to the actual or threatened losses which are occurring. Each
loss brings an emotional response. But different losses have variations in value to different
individuals. 

The depth of emotional response will likely be determined in part by the lost item's value
in one's psychic make-up or the value placed upon it by a cognitive belief system. When each
new loss is perceived, singly or in groups, it can set in motion a series of emotional stages which
echo one after the other like waves upon water. Stages seem to repeat, but in confusing patterns
of different intensity. A therapist may wish to consider Erikson’s thematic theory of
development, in discerning the varied meaning and intensity of an individual’s experience as
suggested by Smart.

In my one-page recovery chart, I offer a tool which can assist both counselor and client
to grasp the broad picture. This visual can help a person see more clearly the road ahead. The
Hagemeyer Divorce Recovery Chart is available for educational, counseling, or research
purposes without charge, provided proper acknowledgment of its source is given. 

The Hagemeyer Divorce Recovery Chart is also available for download without charge
at https://www.stanhagemeyer.com/publications-resources. Its copyright is registered.

https://www.stanhagemeyer.com/publications-resources.
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